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Introduction
During the summer of 2013 I was privileged enough to undertake an Archaeological
Conservation Internship for the American School of Classical Studies in Athens
(herein referred to as ASCSA). This report produced for the Zibby Garnett Travelling
Fellowship (ZGTF) details my life and work in Greece during this time.

My passion for conservation was ignited whilst working towards my Certificate in
Archaeology at Bristol University (completed in 2011). I was studying part time on
top of keeping up a successful career as a legal secretary for a law firm in Cardiff. It
was here, at Bristol that I first learnt about conservation and the important and often
overlooked work of conservators. Conservation inspired me to return to full time
education and I was very fortunate to obtain a place on Cardiff University's BSc in
Conservation of Objects in Museums with Archaeology. I have just completed my
second year and will graduate in 2014.

It was at the start of my second year at Cardiff that I heard about the Conservation
Internship with the ASCSA and the fantastic work undertaken by ZGTF. A colleague
of mine, Francis Lukezic had completed the Internship in the previous summer with
the ASCSA and received support in doing so from ZGTF. Francis' enthusiasm about
her time and work in Athens inspired me to follow in her footsteps and with the
generous help of ZGTF I was able to do so.
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The Internship
The Internship ran alongside the 2013 excavation season at the Ancient Agora. In total
9 weeks was spent working with the ASCSA in Athens. I was keen to work with the
ASCSA not only to expand on the practical skills I had learnt at Cardiff University but
because it afforded me with the unique opportunity to treat freshly excavated
archaeological material and participate in an active on-site conservation laboratory.

An environmentally friendly approach to conservation treatments is taken at the
Agora. This is, in part, due to restrictions on treatment options on the grounds of
Health & Safety and chemical disposal. Emphasis, within the laboratory, is placed on
carefully thought out treatments without strong and potentially harmful chemical
intervention. Therefore, post-excavation treatments that are undertaken aim to
stabilise the object and still retain its credibility for future research.

Before commencing the Internship, I knew that the practical conservation experience
I would gain would be immeasurable. In addition to this, working at the Agora also
provided me with a fantastic opportunity to meet a wide variety of working
professionals and expand my links to conservators and researchers outside of Wales.
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The Ancient Athenian Agora
“You will find everything sold together in the same place in Athens: figs, summoners,
grapes, turnips, pears, apples, witnesses, roses, medlars, haggis, honeycombs,
chickpeas, lawsuits, beestings [first-milk], beestings-pudding, myrtle, allotment
machines, hyacinth, lambs, waterclocks, laws, indictments.”
(Athenaion 14.640-b-c as cited in Camp, Mauzy & Mauzy 2009: 17)

The Ancient Agora covers an area of approximately 50,000 square meters comprising
essentially of an open central square surrounded by public buildings; see Figure 1
(Speake 2000: 37). Throughout the life of the Agora, it has been subjected to many
phases of destruction and rebuilding.

As demonstrated in the quote above, the Agora is very much the heart of an ancient
Greek city. It is the civic and physical centre serving as a house for administrative,
democratic, commercial, social and religious activities for its citizens (Mauzy 2006:
7). To date over 36,000 objects have been excavated from the Agora. These include a
vast range of inorganic materials such as stone, glass, metal and pottery and objects
including; portrait sculpture; coins; lamps, weights, and ancient voting tokens
(Ostraka)

There is an incredible parallel between historic literal sources describing the functions
of the Agora and the archaeology of the Athenian Agora (Camp & Mauzy, 2009: 42).
Evidence from material finds and the ruins of buildings and monuments present an
extraordinary case for the role played and importance of the Agora (Mauzy 2006: 7).
It should also be noted that in modern society the function of the Agora has changed;
it no longer serves as a market place or a house of democracy but rather as a historical
resource, best put by Mauzy (2006: 8) “Given the prominence of Athens throughout
much of antiquity, the Agora provides one of the richest sources for our understanding
of the Greek World.”
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Figure 1: Site map of the Athenian Agora
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The American School in Athens
The ASCSA was founded in 1881 and is one of seventeen foreign schools working in
Athens today. Excavations began on the Ancient Athenian Agora in 1931 with the
ASCSA previously excavating Ancient Corinth. ASCSA's mission is to:
“advance knowledge of Greece in all periods, as well as other areas of the classical
world, by training young scholars, sponsoring and promoting archaeological
fieldwork, providing resources for scholarly work, and disseminating research. The
ASCSA is also charged by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Tourism with primary
responsibility for all American archaeological research, and seeks to support the
investigation, preservation, and presentation of Greece’s cultural heritage.”
http://www.ascsa.edu.gr/index.php/About/mission-and-history

The offices for the ASCSA were housed in the Stoa of Attalos (Figure 2). The Stoa
was built originally by King Attalos II of Pergamon (159-138 BC) as a gift to the
Athenian people. The original Stoa was the main centre for commerce within the
Agora until it was destroyed in AD 267. The Stoa as can be seen today was built
during 1953 and 1956. Its primary function is to house the vast amount of material
that has been excavated from the Agora by the ASCA. It also serves, as a museum
open daily to the public that provides access to the collection.
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Figure 2: The Stoa of Attalos

Figure 3: Overlooking the 2013 Excavation
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The Conservation Laboratory & Team
Whilst building the Stoa the ASCSA dedicated an area especially to conservation.
Today, the conservation laboratory is housed on the 2nd floor of the Stoa with the
offices (Figure 4). The laboratory is well equipped with every intern having access to
a photography station and their own microscope. One of the microscopes is linked to
a monitor that allowed for interns to consult on their work with each other and the
Supervisor. As regards other equipment, emphasis within the laboratory is put upon
environmentally friendly conservation but the laboratory does have a fume cupboard
in the event of potentially hazardous solvents being used during treatments. Very little
analysis, except for visual observation, of materials is undertaken within the
laboratory although there were facilities to examine artefacts if required under ultraviolet light.

Figure 4: The Conservation Laboratory

The Conservation Team this year consisted of one full time conservator and
supervisor, Maria Tziotziou and three conservation interns, Emily Ricketts who is
studying towards a Conservation MSc in Queens University, Canada and Colleen
O'Shea who is also studying towards a Conservation MSc in Buffalo, Texas and
myself (Figures 5 & 6). Maria had only recently joined the ASCSA but had worked
previously with the Swedish Institute of Classical Studies on Poros. Maria was a
wealth of knowledge and was happy to provide guidance on treatments whenever it
was required. The dynamic within the laboratory throughout the internship worked
very well. All of the interns shared their experiences and working knowledge of
conservation practice and I am pleased to not only call them colleagues but genuine
friends.
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Figure 5: The Conservation Team

(L-R: Sara Brown, Maria Tziotziou, Emily Ricketts & Colleen O'Shea)

Figure 6: The Conservation Team working together in the Laboratory
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My Work at the Agora
During my time at the Agora, I had the opportunity to work on a wide variety of
material including copper alloy, lead, stone, marble, bone and ceramics. I was even
given the chance to re-treat objects from the store. In total 26 object treatments were
completed over the 9 weeks; a highlight of my conservation treatments is given
below.

Treatment of Ceramics
Freshly excavated ceramics were treated to remove adhereing soil and reveal detail
and decoration. Soil and surface dirt was removed mechanically with scalpels,
wooden skewers under microscopic observation (Figures 7-14).

Figure 7: Terracotta Figurine Head pre-

Figure 8: Terracotta Figurine Head post-

treatment

treatment

Figure 9: Black-figure Fragment pre-

Figure 10: Black-figure Fragment post-

treatment

treatment
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Figure 11: Byzantine glazed bowl pre-

Figure 12: Byzantine glazed bowl post-

treatment

treatment

Figure 13: Inscribed sherd pre-treatment

Figure 14: Inscribed sherd post-treatment

I was also fortunate to work on a semi-complete vessel. The vessel was brought
straight up to the laboratory with all of the soil and contents in situ. The inside of the
vessel required excavating slowly to ensure that it did not contain any associated
objects. When the vessel was brought up to the laboratory it was damp and the base
required consolidating. The vessel was successfully treated by controlled drying and
using a syringe to apply the consolidant (Figures 15a-17).
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Figure 15a: Byzantine vessel pre-treatment

Figure 16a: Byzantine vessel post-treatment

Figure 15b: Byzantine vessel pre-treatment

Figure 16b: Byzantine vessel post-treatment

Figure 17: Consolidating the base of the Byzantine vessel with 5% Paraloid B72 in
acetone (w/v)
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Treatment of Metals
The form and detail of archaeological metals is often obscured by corrosion products.
Mechanical cleaning was practiced within the laboratory to remove disfiguring
products (Figures 18a – 23b).

Figure 18a: Byzantine copper alloy coin

Figure 19a: Byzantine copper alloy coin

pre-treatment

post-treatment

Figure 18b: Byzantine copper alloy coin

Figure 19b: Byzantine copper alloy coin

pre-treatment

post-treatment

Figure 20: Copper alloy fragmented coin

Figure 21: Copper alloy coin post-

pre-treatment

treatment
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Figure 22a: Archaic copper alloy

Figure 23a: Archaic copper alloy

spearhead pre-treatment

spearhead post-treatment

Figure 22b: Archaic copper alloy

Figure 23b: Archaic copper alloy

spearhead pre-treatment

spearhead post-treatment

Treatment of Glass
The centre of the bead was completely packed with soil and iridescence was visible
under the soil. The soil was mechanically removed using a needle point and swabbed
with a ethanol and deionised water solution (1:1) before consolidating the surface of
the glass with Primal WS-24 in water (1:20) solution (Figures 24-25).

Figure 24: Glass bead pre-treatment

Figure 25: Glass bead post-treatment
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Treatment of Marble & Stone

Stone and marble objects within the laboratory were mechanically cleaned using
scalpels and wooden skewers (Figures 26-27).

Figure 26: Architectural marble fragment

Figure 27: Architectural marble fragment

pre-treatment

post-treatment

During the last two weeks of the excavation season a collapsed Mycenaean
chambered tomb complete with 9 individuals and grave goods was discovered. I was
fortunate to have the chance to treat some of the grave goods including this spindle
whorl. This was the oldest object that I treated during my time at the Agora and dates
to approximately 1400 B.C (Figures 28-30).

Figure 28: Mycenaean spindle whorl pre-

Figure 29: Mycenaean spindle whorl post-

treatment

treatment
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Figure 30: Mycenaean chambered tomb with Archaic Wall running through

Treatment of Bone:

Bone excavated at the Agora can be damp and delicate. Soil and adhering dirt was
removed with an ethanol and deionised water solution (1:1) and then a needlepoint
was used to remove the compact soil from groves (Figures 31-32).

Figure 31: Bone pin/stylus pre-treatment

Figure 32: Bone pin/stylus pre-treatment
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Re-treatment of Objects
Historical conservation treatment within the Agra included the use of shellac, an
organic adhesive that today, is not ethical to use. Re-treatment of objects included
removing old shellac and re-adhering ceramics (Figures 33-38).

Figure 33: Small vessel with salt

Figure 34: Small vessel desalinated

efflorescence pre-treatment

Figure 35: Small ceramic with failed aged

Figure 36: Small ceramic adhesive

adhesive pre-treatment

removed and re-adhered

Figure 37: Oinochoe with failed aged

Figure 38: Oinochoe with adhesive

adhesive pre-treatment

removed and re-adhered
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Other work

My work at the Agora was far more varied than I had originally anticipated. During
my first week, before the excavation season had started, I was tasked with preparing
the field boxes for archaeologists to put their freshly excavated finds into. I was also
asked to prepare the on-site conservation tool kit that contained tools and equipment
that would be needed if conservation had to be undertaken in-situ.

Every object treatment had to be accompanied with full photographic and treatment
documentation (Figure 39). This was something which I had previous experience with
at Cardiff University. The American School had a highly developed Collections
Management System that linked every aspect of an object’s life from excavation to
conservation treatment (Figure 40).

Figure 39: Photography in the Conservation Laboratory
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Figure 40: FileMaker Pro – the Collections Management System
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There was also an opportunity for regular engagement with the archaeologists and
supervisors working on in the field (Figure 41). Weekly site visits took place where
the conservation department had the opportunity to see first hand where objects
undergoing treatment were found. Further to this, at the end of the excavation season
all of the objects that had been treated over the course of the excavation were put on
display within the conservation laboratory for the archaeology team to view their
finds post-treatment (Figure 42).
Figure 41: Conservation Intern Colleen O’Shea examining a marble statue base in the
field
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Figure 42: Displaying the treated finds at the end of the Excavation
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Greek Life
I had previously visited Athens on a holiday in 2010 but this was my first opportunity
to live abroad and immerse myself in Greek Life. Athens is a beautiful city; its rich
history and vibrant culture make it a unique place to be (Figure 43).

Figure 43: Athens

It feels like around every corner in Athens is a different museum or archaeological
site. Working for the ASCSA meant that I was entitled to a pass from the Greek
Government that gave me free access to all archaeological sites and museum
throughout Greece (Figure 44). During my time in Greece I made use of this at every
opportunity regularly spending weekday evenings visiting many of the museums
including the New Acropolis Museum and the National Archaeological Museum
(Figure 45a-46).

Figure 44: The Temple of Olympian Zeus, Athens
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Figure 45 a & b: The Archaeological Museum, Athens

Figure 46: The Acropolis, Athens
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During my stay in Athens I lived at the Swedish Institute of Classical Studies (Figure
47). The Institute is in the central area of Acropoli on the south side of the Acropolis.
It was recommended to me by the ASCA for its location (just 15 minute walk to the
Agora) and facilities. I stayed in one of three guest rooms on the top floor of the
building; all rooms had access to all the required amenities and a beautiful roof top
terrace. The terrace surrounded two sides of the building and had an incredible view
of the Parthenon. The Swedish Institute is currently excavating on Poros and they
currently support a number of research positions. Therefore, I found other guests to be
like-minded individuals and met further academics when I attended an evening
seminar hosted by the Institute.

Figure 47: The Swedish Institute at Athens

The summer excavation season coincided with the 2013 Greek Festival in Athens and
Epidaurus. Being a student, many tickets to performances were available at
discounted prices. I had the chance to watch my first (Wagner's Flying Dutchman)
and second (Madama Butterfly) operas in the awe inspiring setting of the Odeon of
Herodus Atticus and to witness some classical Greek plays including Helen and
Madea in Epidaurus (Figures 48-49).
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Figure 48: The Odeon of Herodus Atticus, Athens

Figure 49: The Greek Philharmonic Orchestra performing on the steps of the New
Acropolis Museum, Athens
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Weekends and time off from the ASCA were never wasted. I wanted to learn more
about the history of Greece and so took the chance to visit many of its archaeological
sites including:


the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion;



the Temple of Aphaia at Aegina (Figure 50);



Ancient Corinth & the Corinthian Canal (Figures 51-52);



Mycenae (Figure 53); and



Akrotiri in Santorini

Figure 50: The Temple of Aphaia, Aegina

Figure 51: Ancient Corinth

Figure 52: The Corinthian Canal

Figure 53: Mycenae
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I also didn't want to waste the opportunity to see and experience more of Greece and
so at weekends and after the Internship had finished I took the chance to visit:


Aegina;



Thessaloniki;



Nafplio (Figure 54);



Paros (Figure 56);



Santorini (Figure 55); and



Crete

Figure 54: Nafplio

Figure 55: Santorini

Figure 56: Paros
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Concluding Remarks
My time in Greece has truly been a once in a lifetime chance. The experience and
gained in my conservation practical skills has been insurmountable. My confidence
and mechanical cleaning skills improved over my time with the ASCSA and I
received praise from my supervisor to the same effect. I believe the Internship had
awarded me with a new skill set to progress my future career in conservation. No
other Internship would have afforded me the chance to work on such a wide range of
high quality materials spanning such an extensive time period (Mycenaean to
Byzantine).

Further to the above it should also be noted that the Internship gave me the chance to
experience different working practices within the conservation laboratory. The
absence of hazardous substances in the laboratory combined with the heat of the
Greek summer meant that dress policy was more relaxed than laboratories in Britain
where, for example, laboratory coats would be required. This however did not mean
that Health & Safety within the laboratory was not taken seriously nor that there was a
lack of professionalism in any way. A high quality of work is expected of the Interns
at the Agora, rightfully so, and my time spent with Cardiff University fully prepared
me for this.

Not only did the Internship benefit me as a conservator but being able to travel and
explore Greece and meet new and wonderful people has given me a new found
confidence in my own abilities and self.

It is with great thanks to the Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship, Cardiff University
and the unconditional support from my parents that I was able to undertake this
opportunity.
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